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An intensive water vapour intercomparison effort, involving airborne and ground-
based water vapour lidar systems, was carried out in the framework of the COPS
experiment. The main objective of this paper is to provide accurate error estimates for
these systems.
Comparisons between the ground-based Raman lidar BASIL and the airborne CNRS
DIAL (Differential Absorption Lidar) indicate a mean relative bias between the two
sensors, calculated with respect to the mean value of −2.13% (−0.034 g kg−1) in the
altitude region 0.5–3.5 km, while comparisons between BASIL and the airborne DLR
DIAL lead to a mean relative bias of 1.87% (0.018 g kg−1) in this same altitude region.
Comparisons between the ground-based UHOH DIAL and the CNRS DIAL indicate a
bias of −3.2% (−0.37 × 1022 m−3) in the altitude range 1.5–4.5 km, while comparisons
between the UHOH DIAL and the DLR DIAL indicate a bias of 0.83% (0.06 × 1022 m−3)
in this same altitude range. Based on the available comparisons between the ground-
based Raman lidar BERTHA and the CNRS DIAL, the mean relative bias is found to
be −4.37% (−0.123 g kg−1) in the altitude region 0.5–4.5 km. Comparisons between
the ground-based IGN Raman lidar and the CNRS DIAL indicate a bias of 3.18%
(0.55 g kg−1) in the altitude range from 0.5 to 4.5 km, while comparisons between the
CNRS DIAL and DLR DIAL result in a mean relative bias of 3.93% (1.1 × 1022 m−3)
in the altitude interval 0.5–4.0 km. Based on the available statistics of comparisons,
benefiting from the fact that the CNRS DIAL was able to be compared with all other
lidar systems, and putting equal weight on the data reliability of each instrument, overall
relative values for BASIL, BERTHA, IGN Raman lidar, UHOH DIAL, DLR DIAL, and
CNRS DIAL, with respect to the mean value, are found to be −0.38, −2.60, 4.90, −1.43,
−2.23 and 1.72%, respectively. Copyright c© 2011 Royal Meteorological Society
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1. Introduction
High-quality water vapour observations are vitally impor-
tant for most key areas of atmospheric sciences. For example,
predicting the initiation of deep convection in a cloud-
resolving model is highly dependent on the availability of
accurate estimates of water vapour data within and just
above the boundary layer (e.g. Crook, 1996; Kottmeier et al.,
2008). Furthermore, once deep convection develops, reli-
able measurements of the vertical profile of water vapour
are of first-order importance in the prediction of precip-
itation rates, since water vapour is directly involved in
a variety of thermodynamic and microphysical processes.
Unfortunately, despite its importance, current observational
techniques for measuring tropospheric water vapour present
biases often not better than 10% (among others, Barnes et al.,
2008; Suortti et al., 2008).
Lidar systems based on the application of the Differential
Absorption Lidar (DIAL) and Raman techniques have the
potential to fill the observational gaps left by conventional
observation systems by providing water vapour profiles
with high vertical resolution and low bias, covering a
substantial portion of the troposphere. The present work
aims at providing error estimates for the water vapour
profiles measured by different water vapour lidars based on
an intensive intercomparison effort. Comparisons between
airborne DIAL and ground-based Raman lidars have already
been reported in the literature (Whiteman et al., 2006;
Behrendt et al., 2007a,b). The papers by Behrendt et al.report
on the largest intercomparison effort between water vapour
lidar systems performed so far, which was conducted in the
frame of the IHOP 2002 project (Weckwerth et al., 2004).
The IHOP 2002 intercomparison study involved four lidar
systems (three airborne, one ground-based) and chilled-
mirror radiosondes. In the present paper, we report on
the intercomparison results obtained in the framework of
COPS, which involved a larger number of lidars, namely six
(three DIALs, three Raman lidars; four ground-based lidars,
two airborne lidars) with lidar-to-lidar intercomparisons
extending to higher altitudes than previously. Simultaneous
and co-located data from ground-based and airborne lidars
have been used to compute relative bias and root-mean-
square (RMS) deviations as a function of altitude. We
also provide a preliminary estimate of the impact on the
reduction of the overall measurement error in water vapour
profiling based on the synergetic use of information coming
from different lidars.
The airborne lidars provide two-dimensional (2D)
measurements (profiles along a horizontal transect) of
atmospheric water vapour, while the vertical-pointing
ground-based lidars provide time-evolving one-dimensional
(1D) measurements (profiles at one single location).
Comparisons of data from these two types of lidar have the
potential to assess the representativeness error of ground-
based lidars, i.e. to answer the question ‘How representative
are 1D profiles for a certain region in a given meteorological
situation?’ This aspect, addressed in this manuscript only
marginally, will be the topic of a forthcoming paper.
The paper outline is the following. Section 2 provides brief
information on the COPS experiment and its observation
strategy. In section 3, we provide a short description of the
lidar systems involved in this effort, including information
on the lidar system uncertainty in terms of both random
and systematic errors. Section 4 describes the criteria we
used to identify possible intercomparison cases between the
lidar instruments and to define the intercomparison tables.
Section 5 describes the algorithms used to compare the
measurements from different lidars and to estimate bias and
root-mean-square deviations as a function of altitude for
each pair of instruments. Section 6 illustrates and discusses
the intercomparison results for the different pairs of lidars.
The results are summarized in section 7, which also provides
concluding remarks.
2. COPS and the Supersites
Measurements reported in this paper were collected during
the Convective and Orographically-induced Precipitation
Study (COPS). COPS was held in southwestern Germany
and eastern France during the period 1 June–31 August
2007, as a Research and Development Project of the
World Weather Research Programme (WWRP) (Wulfmeyer
et al., 2008, 2011). COPS was conceived with the over-
arching goal of advancing the quality of forecasts of
orographically-induced convective precipitation by four-
dimensional observations and modelling of its life cycle.
In order to achieve this goal, observations of the whole
life cycle of convective precipitation, from the pre-
convective environment, to the initiation of convection, the
formation and development of clouds and the development
and decay of precipitation, have been carried out based
on the synergy of state-of-the-art atmospheric research
sensors. The uniqueness of the COPS experiment is
represented by the simultaneous operation of a large
collection of advanced ground-based and airborne passive
and active remote sensing systems in combination with
conventional in situ sensors. COPS was conducted together
with the WWRP Forecast and Demonstration Project D-
PHASE (Demonstration of Probabilistic Hydrological and
Atmospheric Simulation of flood Events: Rotach et al., 2009).
Data collected during COPS represent a unique dataset for
the assimilation (Wulfmeyer et al., 2006) and validation
of mesoscale models. It is expected that the exploitation
of this dataset will lead to an improved in-depth process
understanding and modelling (e.g. Behrendt et al., 2011,
Bennett et al., 2011, Corsmeier et al., 2011, and Chaboureau
et al., 2011).
COPS is the most recent in a series of field experiments
dedicated to the improvement of quantitative precipitation
forecasting (QPF) in different weather regimes, including the
Mesoscale Alpine Programme (MAP: Rotunno and Houze,
2007), IHOP 2002 (Weckwerth et al., 2004), the Convective
Storm Initiation Project (CSIP: Browning et al., 2007),
and the COPS-pre-campaign Prediction, Identification and
Tracking of Convective Cells (PRINCE: Groenemeijer et al.,
2009).
A careful verification of the data quality of the involved
instruments is essential for the success of any measurement
campaign. This is especially true for large field efforts where
the latest generation of state-of-the-art instruments and
novel measurement techniques are employed. In addition to
internal quality control and careful calibration, independent
measurements of individual atmospheric parameters from
different sensors must be compared with each other in order
to ensure a consistent dataset and to provide accurate error
estimates for all systems. In this respect, the COPS dataset
represents a unique opportunity to intercompare data from
a large variety of state-of-the-art atmospheric sensors.
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Figure 1. Region selected for COPS. The red dots represent the locations
of the five supersites. From left to right: Vosges Mountains (V, 7.545◦E,
48.443◦N, elev. 150 m a.s.l.), Rhine Valley (R, Achern, 8.066◦E, 48.638◦N,
elev. 140 m), Hornisgrinde Mountain (H, 8.204◦E, 48.604◦N, elev.
1150 m), Murg Valley (M, 8.405◦E, 48.545◦N, elev. 500 m), Stuttgart
(S, 8.813◦E, 48.635◦N).
As part of COPS, a transect of five supersites, with
synergic remote sensing instruments, was set up from the
Vosges mountains to the lee side of the Black Forest close
to Stuttgart, crossing the Rhine Valley, the Hornisgrinde
Mountain and the Murg Valley. Figure 1 illustrates the
locations of the different supersites: Vosges Mountains (V),
Rhine Valley (R), Hornisgrinde Mountain (H), Murg Valley
(M) and Stuttgart (S). The distance between supersites V and
R is approximately 50 km along the southwest–northeast
direction, the distance between supersites R and H is 10.5 km
along the northwest–southeast direction, the distance
between supersites H and M is ∼15 km, again along the
northwest–southeast direction, while the distance between
supersites M and S is ∼30 km along the southwest–northeast
direction.
All supersites were equipped with soil moisture sensors,
turbulence or energy balance stations, radars (cloud,
precipitation and/or wind), radiosonde launching facilities,
Global Positioning System (GPS) stations, microwave
radiometers and surface meteorology instrumentation; all
supersites except Stuttgart were also equipped with water
vapour lidars. A total of six lidar systems were operated
(two airborne and four ground-based) within COPS.
Besides the water vapour lidars, four Doppler wind and
three temperature lidar systems were also present. Four
out of these 13 systems were additionally equipped with
Raman channels for the characterization of aerosol optical
properties.
The water vapour measurements considered in this study
were performed during dedicated flights of the two airborne
lidars over the four supersites equipped with ground-based
water vapour lidars. These flights took place primarily
throughout the month of July with the Deutsches Zentrum
fu¨r Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) DIAL, hereafter referred
to as DLR DIAL, operating in the time frame 6 July–1
August 2007 and the LEANDRE II of the Centre National
de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS), hereafter referred to
as CNRS DIAL, operating in the period 10 July–2 August
2007.
3. Lidar Systems
3.1. General remarks
Six water vapour lidar systems participated in COPS. Two
of them, based on the differential absorption lidar (DIAL)
technique (e.g. Bo¨senberg, 1998), were operated on airborne
platforms: the DLR DIAL and the CNRS DIAL. Additionally,
four water vapour lidar systems were operated on the
ground, three of them using the Raman lidar technique:
the University of BASILicata Raman lidar system (BASIL),
located in the supersite R, the Institut Ge´ographique
National (IGN) Raman lidar, located in supersite V, and
BERTHA of the Leibniz Institute for Tropospheric Research
(IfT), hereon referred to as BERTHA Raman lidar, located in
supersite M. A fourth lidar system on the ground, based on
the DIAL technique, was operated by the Institute of Physics
and Meteorology (IPM) of the University of Hohenheim
(UHOH DIAL) and was located at supersite H.
The Raman lidar technique for the determination of
the water vapour mixing ratio profile has been extensively
discussed in the literature (for a recent review, see Whiteman,
2003). The water vapour mixing ratio can be obtained
from the power ratio of water vapour to molecular
nitrogen vibrational Raman signals. This ratio needs to be
calibrated through an independent measurement, which
is usually provided by radiosonde, GPS or microwave
radiometer measurements. Raman lidar is a very powerful
and straightforward technique to measure water vapour
mixing ratio profiles, especially at night, but performances
are somewhat degraded during the daytime because of the
small Raman cross-sections, reducing the covered vertical
range to 5 km (Althausen et al., 2000; Whiteman et al., 2006;
Di Girolamo et al., 2009a).
The DIAL technique makes use of laser probing of the
atmosphere at two wavelengths; the on-line wavelength is
centred on a water vapour absorption line and the off-line
wavelength is positioned outside of the absorption line to act
as a reference for the scattering and extinction properties of
the atmosphere (e.g. Werner and Herrmann, 1981; Cahen
et al., 1982; Bo¨senberg, 1998; Wulfmeyer and Bo¨senberg,
1998). The selection of the on-line and off-line wavelength
pairs was performed before COPS for all involved DIAL
systems on the basis of climatological information on the
water vapour distribution and variability for the COPS
area. The water vapour number density is determined
from the derivative of the logarithm of the ratio of the
backscattered on- and off-line signals. As the water vapour
absorption coefficient for the on-line and off-line radiation
is known from high-accuracy laboratory measurements, two
alternating atmospheric backscatter signals measured at the
on-line and off-line wavelengths allow the determination of
the water-vapour number density profile, while instrumental
parameters cancel out. Consequently, a calibration of DIAL
data is not required.
In this paper, comparisons between DIAL systems
have been performed in terms of water vapour number
concentration (water vapour molecules per m3), and
comparisons between DIAL and Raman lidars are carried
out in terms of water vapour mixing ratio. The water vapour
mixing ratio, xH2O (kg kg−1), is calculated from the water
vapour number concentration, nH2O (molecules per m3),
with the following expression (Warnecke, 1997):
xH2O =
(
p
mH2OnH2ORT
− 1.6078
)−1
(1)
where mH2O is the water molecular mass (18.01508), R is the
gas constant of dry air (0.28704 J g−1 K−1), p is pressure and
T is temperature. DLR DIAL and CNRS DIAL measurements
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of water vapour number concentration are converted into
mixing ratio measurements with Eq. (1) using pressure
and temperature information obtained from a reference
atmospheric model (midlatitude summer). Unfortunately
dropsondes could not be used in the COPS area for air-
safety reasons. Deviations between real temperature and
pressure profiles and model profiles have been verified to
yield a bias on xH2O smaller than 1%. Effects associated with
the variability of temperature and pressure within a distance
of 10 km in this mountain region are found to be even
smaller.
3.2. DLR DIAL
During COPS, a novel combination of wind and water
vapour lidars was operated by DLR. From the combination
of both a water vapour DIAL and a Doppler wind lidar
on the Falcon, aircraft measurements of the humidity
variability and its transport throughout the troposphere and
measurements of latent heat flux profiles in the boundary
layer can be obtained (Kiemle et al., 2011). For the DIAL
instrument, a new multi-wavelength system called WALES
was deployed for the first time (for a detailed system
description, see Wirth et al. (2009)). During COPS only
three out of four possible wavelengths could be used for
water vapour measurements and the online diagnostics to
assess the spectral properties of the laser system were not
fully implemented. So the bias estimates determined in this
paper are valid only for the COPS measurements but may
be not representative for the fully operational system used
in later campaigns.
DLR DIAL data were processed with a vertical resolution
of 280 m in order to obtain water vapour profiles with
a maximum statistical uncertainty of 5%. Additionally, in
order to further reduce signal statistical fluctuations, we
considered an integration time of 50 s, corresponding to a
horizontal integration length of ∼10 km. However, for the
intercomparison with the UHOH DIAL, which can provide
water vapour profiles with a time resolution of 10 s during
daytime and was located on a mountain peak with steep
orography in the vicinity, a DLR DIAL integration time of
4 s was used to minimize the sampling errors in complex
terrain.
3.3. CNRS DIAL
During COPS, the CNRS DIAL operated in nadir-pointing
mode from the Falcon 20 of SAFIRE. The details concerning
the design of the CNRS DIAL system and the standard DIAL
signal processing are given in Bruneau et al. (2001a, 2001b)
and are only briefly presented here. The system includes a
tunable laser whose emission is positioned precisely upon
an absorption line selected from two rotation–vibration
bands in the near infrared (727–770 nm). As discussed in
Bruneau et al. (2001a), CNRS DIAL characteristics permit
water vapour mixing ratio measurements to be made with
a precision ranging from less than 0.1 g kg−1 at 4.5 km
above sea level (a.s.l.) to less than 0.4 g kg−1 near the surface
(on average) for an along-beam resolution of 300 m and
accumulation of 200 individual profiles (corresponding to
an along-track resolution of nearly 3 km). Systematic errors
associated with the CNRS DIAL system are described in
Bruneau et al. (2001b).
Within COPS, the CNRS DIAL data acquired during
the 14 Falcon-20 flights were obtained using mainly two
weak water vapour absorption bands, centred at 730.4 and
731.2 nm, optimal for water vapour retrievals in atmospheres
characterized by moderate integrated water vapour contents
(i.e. between 18 and 28 kg m−2).
In order to reduce signal statistical fluctuations, we
considered an integration time of 80 s for night-time
measurements, corresponding to a horizontal integration
length of ∼10 km. For daytime comparisons, an integration
time of 80–240 s was considered, corresponding to a
horizontal integration length of 10–30 km. Different
integration times are considered in order to deal with
profiles characterized by comparable signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) levels and random errors. In fact, profiles collected
at different times of the day are characterized by different
levels of background light associated with variable solar
irradiance. Thus, longer integration times (up to 240 s) are
considered for those profiles collected in the central portion
of the day, while shorter times are considered for morning
or evening profiles (a value of 80 s being selected for profiles
in the proximity of dawn/dusk). The vertical resolution of
the measurements is 250 m, but data are provided with a
vertical step of 15 m.
3.4. BASIL
BASIL operated between 25 May and 30 August 2007 and
collected more than 500 hours of measurements during
58 measurement days and 34 intensive observation periods
(IOPs). The major feature of the system is represented
by its capability to perform high-resolution and accurate
measurements of atmospheric temperature and water
vapour, both during daytime and night-time, based on
the application of the rotational and vibrational Raman
lidar techniques in the ultraviolet (Di Girolamo et al., 2004,
2006, 2009a, 2009b). Specifically, the water vapour profiles
are determined from the Raman backscatter signals at 387
and 407 nm from nitrogen and water vapour molecules,
respectively (Melfi et al., 1969; Cooney, 1971; Melfi, 1972).
Besides temperature and water vapour, BASIL is capable of
providing measurements of particle backscatter at 355, 532
and 1064 nm, particle extinction at 355 and 532 nm and
particle depolarization at 355 and 532 nm (Griaznov et al.,
2007; Mona et al., 2007; Bhawar et al., 2008; Di Girolamo
et al., 2009a). For the purpose of determining particle size
and microphysical parameters, measurements of the particle
backscattering coefficient at 355, 532 and 1064 nm, of the
particle extinction coefficient at 355 and 532 nm and of
the depolarization ratio at 355 nm are used (Di Girolamo
et al., 2009c). The calibration procedure used for BASIL has
been described in Di Girolamo et al. (2009a). Specifically,
during COPS the calibration was performed based on an
extensive comparison of the water vapour mixing ratio
data from lidar and simultaneous radiosondes (Vaisala
RS92 were considered for this purpose). Figure 2 illustrates
water vapour measurements from BASIL on 1 August 2007,
expressed in terms of integrated water vapour, as compared
with simultaneous GPS and radiosonde measurements of
this same parameter.
In order to reduce signal statistical fluctuations, we
considered an integration time of 1 min for night-time
measurements and of 5 min for daytime measurements.
The vertical resolution is 150 m, but data are provided with
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Figure 2. Water vapour measurements from BASIL, expressed in terms of integrated water vapour, as compared with simultaneous GPS and radiosonde
measurements of this same parameter.
a vertical step of 30 m. Based on an integration time of
5 min and a vertical resolution of 150 m, the random error
affecting water vapour mixing ratio measurements is usually
smaller than 10% for daytime operation and smaller than
2% for night-time operation up to 4 km. The vertical range
(considered as the range where random error is smaller than
100%) is 5 km for daytime measurements and 12–14 km
for night-time measurements. The statistical uncertainty
affecting BASIL measurements was estimated through the
application of Poisson statistics, which are well suited for
data acquired in photon-counting mode (Di Girolamo et al.,
2009a).
3.5. UHOH DIAL
A new ground-based scanning water-vapour DIAL was
deployed for the first time during COPS at supersite H
in the northern Black Forest (Behrendt et al., 2009). The
instrument is affiliated with the University of Hohenheim
(UHOH). For brevity, we refer to this system as UHOH
DIAL in the following.
The UHOH DIAL measures profiles of atmospheric water
vapour number density and particle backscatter during both
day and night. To our best knowledge, this DIAL currently
provides the highest resolution remote sensing data of
tropospheric water vapour worldwide, i.e. up to resolutions
of 1 s and 30 m. This is achieved with the combination
of four novel components based on the methodology
introduced in Wulfmeyer and Bo¨senberg (1996): a high-
power Ti:Sapphire laser transmitter (>4 W average power,
with a repetition rate of 250 Hz) emitting laser radiation
in the near infrared between 815 and 820 nm (Wagner
et al., 2010), a combination of a small near-field and a
large far-field telescope, efficient detectors, and a high-speed
data acquisition system. The whole system is mounted on
a mobile laboratory (a 12 m trailer). While the system
has scanning capability, only vertical measurements were
included in this paper.
The water vapour number density data presented here
have not yet been corrected for the Rayleigh–Doppler effect,
i.e. an artificial oscillation in height might appear at large
aerosol gradients and cloud edges. We estimate that the bias
affecting absolute humidity data is <5% in regions without
large gradients of backscatter ratio while precision (statistical
uncertainty) for cloud-free measurements is smaller than
10% or 0.1 g kg−1, whichever is larger (see Wulfmeyer and
Walther, (2001a, 2001b) for details on the expected water
vapour DIAL precision). In order to reduce sampling errors
in the intercomparisons, we applied a temporal averaging of
5 min to the UHOH DIAL data in this study.
3.6. BERTHA Raman lidar
The Institute for Tropospheric Research contributed to
COPS with the deployment of a wind lidar and of the
multi-wavelength Raman lidar BERTHA at supersite M.
BERTHA simultaneously emits six laser pulses at 355, 400,
532, 710, 800 and 1064 nm and measures the elastically
and inelastically backscattered light for the determination of
aerosol optical parameters, water vapour, and temperature
profiles (Althausen et al., 2000; Tesche et al., 2009).
Differential scattering due to the wavelength dependence
of the Rayleigh scattering has been taken into account. The
differential scattering due to particle scattering was neglected
since this effect is smaller than the relative statistical
error affecting water vapour mixing ratio measurements
(Herold, 2009). An interference filter with a full width at
half maximum of 0.25 nm and a maximum transmission
at 407.475 nm was used in the water vapour channel.
As atmospheric temperature varies with height, Raman
backscatter spectra from atmospheric molecules vary with
height and the transmission of the receiving optics must
be taken into account (Whiteman, 2003). The calibration
of the system was done by comparing BERTHA data
with radiosonde profiles (Vaisala RS92). Error sources are
associated with the signal noise, with the correction for
Rayleigh scattering and for the temperature dependency of
the filters’ transmission, as well as with the determination
of the calibration constant. The error associated with filter
transmission was neglected since this is small with respect to
the signal statistical error and the error associated with the
determination of the calibration constant.
During COPS, water vapour and temperature measure-
ments were limited to night-time. In order to reduce signal
statistical fluctuations, we used an integration time of 3 min;
the vertical resolution is 150 m, but data are provided with
a vertical step of 60 m.
3.7. IGN Raman lidar
The Rameau lidar, hereafter referred to as IGN Raman lidar,
has been developed by the Institut Ge´ographique National
(IGN) in cooperation with the Laboratoire Atmosphe`res,
Milieux, Observations Spatiales (CNRS-UPMC). The system
is intended to be operated in combination with GPS receivers
to improve troposphere modelling in precise GPS analysis
(Bosser et al., 2010). The IGN Raman lidar was operational
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during COPS at supersite V during the entire month of July
2007, for a total of about 200 h covering 25 measurement
sessions. While the system was originally intended to
operate both at night and in daytime, technical problems
prevented it from performing precise daytime water vapour
measurements, and observations were therefore limited to
night-time and night-to-day and day-to-night transitional
periods.
The system, enclosed in a van, uses a tripled Nd:YAG laser
(355 nm), with an average power of about 0.8 W. The elastic
(355 nm) and Raman components (387 nm for molecular
nitrogen and 408 nm for water vapour) are spectrally
isolated with narrow-band (0.4 nm) interference filters. The
transmission terms in the Raman equation are corrected with
the aid of a standard atmospheric model (again midlatitude
summer), while the temperature dependence of the Raman
cross-section convolved with the interference filter band
pass is currently neglected.
Humidity profiles are provided with a vertical resolution
between 15 m and 300 m. Based on an integration time
of 5 min, typical vertical range (with random error smaller
than 100%) for night-time measurements is 6–7 km. During
daytime, measurement precision is severely reduced due to
the high levels of solar irradiance: the vertical range is
1–3 km in the day-to-night transition period and drops to a
few hundred metres in the middle of the day for a temporal
resolution of 10 min or higher. The spatial and temporal
integration grids with varying resolution as a function of
altitude enable the improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio,
especially in upper layers where backscattered signals are
usually weak. Bias in water vapour mixing ratio estimates
at low signal photo-counting rates due to fluctuations
in the nitrogen signal in the denominator of the ratio
are corrected using the methodology presented in Bosser
et al. (2007). Finally, water vapour mixing ratio profiles
are calibrated using night-time collocated radiosondes
launched at supersite V in the range 1–3 km (10 calibration
sessions). For the present intercomparison study, we used
an integration time of 15 min. Here, primarily because of
the smaller average laser power, a longer integration time
is required compared to BASIL and BERTHA in order to
achieve comparable SNR levels.
4. Intercomparison Strategy
The DLR DIAL was flying at a speed of 180–200 m/s, while
the CNRS DIAL had a flying speed of 110–120 m/s. For all
flights performed during COPS, we determined the distances
between the ground tracks of the two airborne lidars and
the ground-based systems.
During IHOP 2002, Behrendt et al. (2007a,b) used a
cut-off distance of 20 km in the flat terrain for identifying
possible intercomparison cases between ground-based and
airborne water vapour lidars. This distance was considered
to be a reasonable maximum limit, because the natural
heterogeneity of the water vapour field in the lower
troposphere was generally found to be too large to
draw conclusions on instrumental performances at larger
distances.
It has to be pointed out that the possibility to compare
measurements from different sensors is generally dependent
on meteorological conditions. The wind speed and the
horizontal variability of the water vapour field, as well as
the orientation of the aircraft with respect to the mean
10km
d
Flight path
integration time = 50 sec for DLR DIAL and 80 sec for CNRS DIAL
hor. integration length ~ 10 km for both DLR DIAL and CNRS DIAL
Figure 3. Approach used to identify the airborne lidar profiles to be
compared with the ground-based lidar profiles. The dot indicates the site
where the ground-based lidar is located, the circle identifies the 10 km
distance from the site, the dotted line indicates the flight path and ‘d’
represents the minimum distance between the site and the flight path.
wind direction, must be considered. IHOP 2002 took place
during summer 2002 in the Southern Great Plains of the
United States. This area is mostly flat, while the COPS
area is mountainous, with a highly variable orography,
resulting in a larger horizontal variability of the humidity
field for COPS than for IHOP 2002. Additionally, most of
the measurements considered here were carried out during
the month of July, which was frequently characterized by
frontal activity and consequently by a large meteorologically
driven variability of the humidity field.
For the above reasons, we selected a cut-off distance of
10 km between the footprint of the airborne DIALs and
ground-based stations. This is also found to be a good
compromise in terms of statistical sample size since the
resulting numbers of possible COPS comparisons is still
large enough to allow a reliable and accurate statistical
analysis. The 10 km distance corresponds to a flight time of
the order of 1 min for both the DLR Falcon and the SAFIRE
Falcon, which we can assume as a maximum time lag for
which water vapour homogeneity in the lower troposphere
is present and we can draw conclusions on instrumental
performances. Water vapour homogeneity over a distance of
10 km was also verified by comparing data from radiosondes
simultaneously launched from supersites R and H, which
are located 10.5 km apart, the former in the Rhine Valley
and the latter on the Hornisgrinde mountain peak.
Figure 3 illustrates the approach we applied to identify the
airborne lidar profiles to be considered for comparison with
the ground-based lidar profiles. The dot identifies the site
where the vertical-pointing ground-based lidar is located,
while the circle identifies the 10 km distance from the site.
For the intercomparisons with the ground-based Raman
lidar systems, the airborne data were averaged over a time
period of 50 s for the DLR DIAL and of 80 s for the CNRS
DIAL, corresponding to a horizontal integration length for
both systems of ∼10 km. The centre time is coincident with
the time when the aircraft reaches its minimum distance
from the ground site.
Intercomparison tables were created for all days when the
airborne DIALs were flying. These are available on request
for all other IOPs of COPS.
After setting up intercomparison tables for all IOPs
and special observation periods (SOPs), we checked the
operational status of the different sensors, their operation
modes and the availability of good quality data, and, keeping
in mind the 10 km cut-off criterion, we came out with a list
of possible lidar-to-lidar intercomparisons (Table I).
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Table I. Possible lidar-to-lidar intercomparison profiles for water vapour during COPS.
The table lists the number of possible comparisons between all ground-based lidars and the two airborne DIALs and, in parenthesis, the number
of those left after quality control and operation mode check. The last line shows the possible airborne-to-airborne intercomparison profiles. This
table is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/qj.
The present intercomparison effort benefited from
dedicated flights performed by the CNRS DIAL on 16 July,
25 July and 31 July in the frame of the European Facility for
Airborne Research (EUFAR) Project H2OLidar, which was
funded by the European Commission under the 7th Frame-
work Programme. Each flight had a duration of 3 hours for
a total of 9 hours. The primary goal of the H2OLidar Project
was the intercomparison of airborne and ground-based
lidar measurements of atmospheric water vapour, with a
particular focus on the measurements performed by CNRS
DIAL and BASIL. Most of the intercomparisons illustrated
in this paper (31 out of 50) are based on lidar data collected
during these EUFAR flights. To fulfil the goals of H2OLidar,
measurements were needed in clear sky conditions or in the
presence of high clouds (i.e. clouds located above the flying
altitude of the involved airborne DIALs). These goals were
met for the flights on 16 July, 25 July and 31 July.
5. Algorithms Used
In order to carry out an accurate error analysis for
the lidar systems involved in the intercomparison effort,
simultaneous and co-located data from the different lidar
pairs are used to compute mutual bias and RMS deviations
as a function of altitude. To compute these parameters, we
utilized the expressions used by Behrendt et al. (2007a,b):
BIASi,relative(z1, z2) =
2
z2∑
z=z1
{q1(z) − q2(z)}
z2∑
z=z1
{q1(z) + q2(z)}
(2)
RMSi,relative(z1, z2) =
2
√
Nz
z2∑
z=z1
{q1(z) − q2(z)}2
z2∑
z=z1
{q1(z) + q2(z)}
(3)
where i is an index denoting the intercomparison sample,
q1(z) and q2(z) are the water vapour mixing ratio values
(for Raman lidar to DIAL comparison) or the water
vapour number concentration values (for DIAL to DIAL
comparison) measured by the two lidars under evaluation at
height z, z1 and z2 are the lower and upper boundary of the
height interval considered, respectively, and Nz is the total
number of data points for each sensor in the interval [z1, z2].
The absolute bias and root-mean-square deviations are
obtained from these expressions through the multiplication
by the mean of the data of the two instruments:
2
z2∑
z=z1
{q1(z) + q2(z)}
/
Nz. (4)
In the above expressions the mean of the measurement
result of the two instruments is used as reference rather than
the measurement result of one of the two instruments. This
procedure results in more objective values than considering
one of the sensors as reference (Behrendt et al. (2007a,b).
The estimate of the relative bias and root-mean-
square deviations allows us to quantify the mutual
performance of the two compared instruments, i.e. the
performance of one instrument with respect to the
other. The bias identifies an offset between the two
sensors which may be caused by different sources of
systematic error affecting the two measurements, primarily
depending on the procedure and/or instruments used to
calibrate them. The bias quantifies the relative accuracy
of the compared instruments. The bias affecting water
vapour lidar measurements is frequently characterized
by a height-dependent behaviour, for example associated
with spectroscopic effects (e.g. the temperature/pressure-
dependent effects of the water vapour Raman backscatter and
absorption cross-sections) or with the different instrumental
characteristics of the compared sensors (e.g. different
overlap functions or a slightly nonlinear behaviour of the
acquisition systems). In contrast, the root-mean-square
deviation includes all possible differences between the
measurement results of the two compared instruments.
Thus it includes differences associated with the systematic
and statistical uncertainties affecting the two instruments
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and the natural differences in the water vapour content
of the air masses sounded by the two sensors (not
completely negligible even when considering a cut-off
distance of 10 km between the compared instruments).
The root-mean-square deviation provides an upper limit
for the sum of the statistical uncertainties affecting the two
instruments.
As in Behrendt et al. (2007a,b), in the present analysis
we selected a vertical window width [z1, z2] of 500 m. This
window is large enough when compared to the vertical
resolution of the different water vapour lidars to allow
the inclusion of independent measurements, but still small
enough to allow the investigation of the vertical variability
of bias and RMS deviations. In the following analysis, we
are considering a bottom window with z1 = 500 m above
station level. As all heights in this paper are expressed above
sea level, height z1 for the bottom window, zbott, is taken to
be 500, 1000 or 1500 m for the different intercomparisons
carried out at the different supersites as a result of the
different elevations of these supersites. We evaluate bias
and RMS deviations in the six vertical windows up to
3500 m above station level (i.e. z2 for the top window,
ztop, becoming 3500, 4000 or 4500 m for the different
intercomparisons carried out at the different supersites).
In the case of intercomparisons involving only airborne
DIAL systems, we extended the comparison to higher levels,
considering seven vertical windows up to ztop = 4000 m as
a result of the better daytime performances of these systems
when compared to Raman lidars. An extended vertical
interval up to ztop = 4500 m was also considered in the
case of intercomparisons involving only night-time Raman
lidar measurements because of the better performances
(smaller random errors) of Raman lidars at night. Profiles of
mean bias and RMS deviations have been finally computed
considering the total number of possible intercomparison
cases for each pair of sensors.
As bias and RMS show a height variability, we finally
estimated an overall vertically-averaged mean bias and RMS
deviations over the whole intercomparison analysis range,
which is obtained through the application of the weighted
mean:
x(zbott, ztop) =
N∑
i=1
wixi
N∑
i=1
wi
(5)
where xi denoted the relative/absolute bias or RMS value
in the ith vertical interval, wi is the corresponding weight
and N is the number of vertical windows. The summation is
extended over six or seven vertical windows (i.e. N = 6 or 7),
depending on the considered instrument pair. wi is given by
the number of intercomparisons possible in the ith vertical
window and varies between zero and the total number of
intercomparisons between the two compared instruments.
The consideration of a weighted mean is required because,
in the case of missing data at some specific heights (i.e. in
specific vertical windows), the number of intercomparisons
may be smaller and thus data from these heights must have
a lower weight in the overall mean.
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Figure 4. (a) Comparison between BASIL and CNRS DIAL at 2008 UTC
on 31 July 2007, and (b) deviations, both absolute and relative, between the
two sensors.
6. Results
In this section, we illustrate and discuss the intercomparison
results for all the different lidar pairs, including the airborne-
to-ground-based intercomparisons (BASIL vs. CNRS DIAL,
BASIL vs. DLR DIAL, UHOH DIAL vs. CNRS DIAL,
UHOH DIAL vs. DLR DIAL, BERTHA vs. CNRS DIAL, IGN
Raman lidar vs. CNRS DIAL) and the airborne-to-airborne
intercomparisons (CNRS DIAL vs. DLR DIAL).
6.1. BASIL vs. airborne DIALs
6.1.1. BASIL vs. CNRS DIAL
The list of the possible intercomparisons between BASIL and
the CNRS DIAL is given in Table II. The intercomparisons
include all overpasses within a maximum distance of 10 km
between the footprint of the CNRS DIAL and BASIL after
data quality control and operation mode check. A total of 25
profile-to-profile intercomparisons are listed which can be
divided into two subgroups: there are 18 intercomparisons
with a minimum distance not exceeding 5 km and 7 inter-
comparisons with a minimum distance between 5 and 10 km.
Figure 4 shows an example of a comparison between
BASIL and CNRS DIAL at 2008 UTC on 31 July 2007 with
a minimum distance between the two sensors of 1.8 km.
The right portion of Figure 4 shows the deviations, both
absolute (g kg−1) and relative (%), between the two sensors.
To compute deviations, CNRS DIAL data have been inter-
polated to BASIL data heights. The two profiles show a very
good agreement with deviations not exceeding 0.25 g kg−1
or 20%. Table II also lists the mean bias and RMS deviation
over the vertical interval 0.5–3.5 km for all comparison
cases. None of the mean bias values exceeds ±30% while
mean RMS values do not exceed 75%. The table also reports
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Table II. Intercomparisons between BASIL and the CNRS DIAL using a cut-off distance of 10 km.
No. Date Time UTC) Min. distance (km) BIAS (%) RMS dev. (%) Aircraft track vs. valley
1 14 July 2007 1118 5.43 −4.79 22.06 cross
2 15 July 2007 0630 9.70 0.89 22.75 cross
3 16 July 2007 0609 2.24 1.42 20.86 cross
4 16 July 2007 0624 2.15 −7.21 32.78 cross
5 16 July 2007 0638 2.03 −4.47 28.50 cross
6 16 July 2007 0653 1.066 −4.18 24.83 cross
7 16 July 2007 0707 2.40 16.16 25.08 cross
8 16 July 2007 0728 7.51 −30.24 43.90 cross
9 19 July 2007 1304 3.19 −3.36 30.02 cross
10 25 July 2007 1902 7.12 −1.09 50.79 cross
11 25 July 2007 1924 2.21 1.75 28.12 cross
12 25 July 2007 1937 1.30 0.21 29.39 cross
13 25 July 2007 2004 2.66 −6.06 38.03 cross
14 25 July 2007 2016 2.706 −3.18 73.74 cross
15 25 July 2007 2036 4.43 −3.29 37.82 cross
16 30 July 2007 0934 9.5 9.26 29.10 cross
17 31 July 2007 1926 2.011 1.91 36.10 cross
18 31 July 2007 1940 1.61 5.67 21.04 cross
19 31 July 2007 1954 1.64 11.21 31.29 cross
20 31 July 2007 2008 1.842 1.53 23.58 cross
21 31 July 2007 2021 3.01 −9.26 31.37 cross
22 31 July 2007 2042 3.017 −1.93 31.74 cross
23 1 August 2007 0808 1.62 −16.26 36.97 cross
24 1 August 2007 1032 8.8 0.90 21.14 parallel
25 1 August 2007 1344 5.22 −5.46 24.36 cross
Overall −2.13 ± 32.89 32.89 ± 1.21
The given time corresponds to the minimum distance between the two sensors. The mean bias and RMS deviation have been determined over the
vertical interval 0.5–3.5 km a.s.l. Night-time intercomparisons have been underlined (local noon is at about 1130 UTC).
whether the aircraft track is parallel or perpendicular to the
Rhine Valley. All overpasses in Table II are perpendicular
to the valley, except for 1 August 2007, 1032 UTC, which
is parallel to the valley. The mean bias value for this
comparison is very small (0.90%), as a result of the smaller
heterogeneity of the water vapour field along the valley
than in the direction perpendicular to the valley, where
mountains and a highly variable orography are present.
For all intercomparisons, bias and RMS deviation between
the two sensors have been computed in the 500 m height
intervals from 0.5 to 3.5 km a.s.l. (Figure 5). With the
exception of a few points, most bias values are within
±2 g kg−1 (or ±30%) up to 2.5 km and RMS values are
smaller than 3 g kg−1 (or 50%). High bias values are often
found in coincidence with high values of RMS, especially
for daytime comparisons which may be associated with the
large random error affecting BASIL measurements.
Figure 6 shows the profiles of mean biases and
RMS deviations obtained using all 25 profile-to-profile
intercomparisons. Mean absolute bias values are within
±0.3 g kg−1, while mean relative bias is found to increase
with altitude with the alternation of positive and negative
values (maximum value = −20%). The mean RMS
deviation shows a general increasing trend with height above
the planetary boundary layer (PBL) (from 10 to 20%) which
is probably related to the height-dependent random error
affecting BASIL measurements. Large RMS values within the
PBL – up to 20% – are to be attributed to the large variability
of the water vapour content within this height region for the
considered comparisons.
There appears to be no evident dependency of the absolute
and relative bias (correlation coefficient smaller than 0.1)
and the absolute RMS deviation (correlation coefficient
= 0.14) on the minimum distance of the two measuring
sensors (see Table II), as small and large bias and RMS
deviation values are found for both small and large distances
between the compared sensors. Instead, a slight dependency
of relative RMS deviation on the minimum distance is
found, with data being fitting by a straight line (not shown
here) with a positive slope of 1.3% km−1 and a correlation
coefficient of 0.44. Higher correlation coefficients are found
when the cut-off distance is smaller than 10 km.
Finally, the overall mean bias and RMS deviation for
the whole 3.0 km interval from 0.5 to 3.5 km a.s.l. are
−2.13 ± 0.52% (or −0.03 ± 0.01 g kg−1) and 32.89 ±
1.21% (or 0.88 ± 0.01 g kg−1), respectively. Negative
values indicate that BASIL is drier than the CNRS DIAL.
Performances are found to improve when we consider a
lower ztop. In fact, when considering the vertical interval
0.5 to 3.0 km a.s.l., the overall mean bias and RMS
deviation are found to be 0.93 ± 0.57% and 15.56 ± 0.29%,
respectively. The reduction of both bias and RMS deviation
when considering a lower value of ztop is most probably
caused by the exclusion of data points in the upper vertical
window (3.0–3.5 km), where random errors are higher,
especially for daytime BASIL measurements. Furthermore,
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Figure 5. (a),(b) Bias and (c),(d) RMS deviations between BASIL and CNRS DIAL computed in the 500 m height intervals from 0.5 to 3.5 km a.s.l. for all
25 profile-to-profile intercomparisons in Table II. This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/qj
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Figure 6. Profiles of mean bias (a) and RMS deviation (b) obtained considering all 25 BASIL vs. CNRS DIAL profile-to-profile intercomparisons in
Table II.
when considering only those profiles from the two sensors
within a distance of 5 km, the overall mean bias and RMS
deviation decrease to −1.02 ± 0.52% and 13.75 ± 0.28%,
respectively.
The results reveal a very good agreement between BASIL
and CNRS DIAL, especially when considering the different
locations and integration times of the two sensors, the fact
that CNRS DIAL data have been converted into mixing
ratio based on pressure and temperature information from
a reference atmospheric model and that BASIL relies on
an external calibration. Finally, we wish to point out that
only 8 out of the 25 intercomparison are at night-time,
while the remaining 17 are in daytime. When considering
only the night-time comparisons, the analysis can be
extended up to the CNRS DIAL flight altitude (∼4.5 km).
In this case, the overall mean bias and RMS deviation
for the vertical interval from 0.5 to 4.5 km a.s.l. are
0.45 ± 0.62% (−0.04 ± 0.01 g kg−1) and 10.76 ± 0.28%
(0.69 ± 0.02 g kg−1), respectively.
6.1.2. BASIL vs. DLR DIAL
A list of the possible intercomparisons between BASIL and
the DLR DIAL is given in Table III, where all overpasses
within a maximum distance of 10 km are considered. Figure 7
shows an example of a comparison between BASIL and DLR
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Table III. Intercomparisons between BASIL and the DLR DIAL, considering a cut-off distance of 10 km.
No. Date Time (UTC) Min. distance (km) BIAS (%) RMS dev. (%) Aircraft track vs. valley
1 18 July 2007 1605 8.9 0.10 7.67 parallel
2 30 July 2007 1053 8.9 −7.27 14.47 parallel
3 30 July 2007 1153 9.1 8.19 12.13 parallel
Overall 1.86 ± 0.85 11.47 ± 0.71
The given time corresponds to the minimum distance between the two sensors. The mean bias and RMS deviation have been determined over the
vertical interval 0.5–3.5 km a.s.l.
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Figure 7. (a) Comparison between BASIL and DLR DIAL at 1605 UTC on
18 July 2007, and (b) deviations, both absolute and relative, between the
two sensors.
DIAL at 1605 UTC on 18 July 2007, with a minimum
distance between the two sensors of 8.9 km. Again, the right
portion of the figure illustrates the deviations between the
two sensors. To compute deviations, DLR DIAL data have
been interpolated to BASIL data heights. The two profiles
show a very good agreement with the deviation between
the two sensors being 0.4 g kg−1 in the altitude region
2.0–2.5 km, while it is not exceeding 0.25 g kg−1 elsewhere.
None of the bias values in Table III exceeds 9%, while mean
RMS values do not exceed 15%.
All overpasses in Table III are parallel to the valley and this
possibly justifies the smaller mean bias values observed in the
BASIL vs. DLR DIAL intercomparison with respect to the
BASIL vs. CNRS DIAL intercomparison, where all profile-to-
profile comparisons except one are based on aircraft tracks
perpendicular to the valley. Figure 8 shows the bias and
RMS deviations between BASIL and DLR DIAL in the 500 m
height intervals from 0.5 to 3.5 km a.s.l. for the three profile-
to-profile intercomparisons listed in Table III. Bias values are
within ±0.5 g kg−1 (or ±10%) up to 2.5 km, while slightly
larger values are present above. Values of RMS are smaller
than 0.5 g kg−1 (or 15%) up to 2.5 km and increase above,
again as a result of the large random error affecting BASIL
measurements. In this respect, we wish to recall that the three
intercomparisons are all carried out during daytime when
Raman lidar performances are sensitively degraded from
the presence of high solar background radiation. Figure 9
shows the profiles of mean biases and RMS deviations
obtained considering the three BASIL vs. DLR DIAL profile-
to-profile intercomparisons. Mean absolute bias values are
within ±0.25 g kg−1, while the mean relative bias is found to
increase with altitude up to 6% with alternating positive and
negative values. Here and above, positive values indicate that
BASIL is wetter than DLR DIAL. The mean RMS deviation
is smaller than 0.4 g kg−1 (or 8%) up to 2.5 km and increases
above.
The overall mean bias between these two profiling sensors
is 1.87 ± 0.85% (0.02 ± 0.23 g kg−1) in the altitude region
0.5–3.5 km, while RMS has a mean value of 11.47 ± 0.71%
(1.07 ± 0.01 g kg−1) in the same altitude region.
An intercomparison between BASIL and different sensors
capable of measuring the water column content was also
carried out. Data from a GPS receiver, a microwave
radiometer, together with vertically integrated data from
radiosondes, were considered for this purpose. A detailed
description of these results will be provided in a forthcoming
paper. All these sensors are found to be in good agreement
with BASIL over extended time periods. Based on the
available datasets for BASIL, GPS and the two airborne
DIALs, and putting equal weight on the data reliability of
each instrument (as none of them can be a priori assumed
to be more accurate than the others), and imposing the
summation of all mutual biases between lidar pairs to be
zero, it results in the bias values of BASIL, DLR DIAL, CNRS
DIAL and GPS being −0.12%, −1.98%, 2.01% and 0.10%,
respectively, as sketched in Figure 10. It is noteworthy that
relative bias is more appropriate than the absolute bias
to describe mutual deviations between lidar instruments
because potential systematic errors in the system calibration
for both Raman lidars and DIALs approximately scale with
the amount of water vapour.
6.2. UHOH DIAL vs. airborne DIALs
6.2.1. UHOH DIAL vs. CNRS DIAL
A list of the possible intercomparisons between UHOH
DIAL and the CNRS DIAL is given in Table IV, where
again all overpasses within a maximum distance of 10 km
are considered. Here, as in all other DIAL-to-DIAL
comparisons, profiles are expressed in terms of water vapour
number density. After data quality control and operation
mode check, a total of three intercomparisons are left, all
during daytime.
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Figure 9. Profiles of mean bias (a) and RMS deviation (b) obtained from the three BASIL vs. DLR DIAL profile-to-profile intercomparisons in Table III.
Table IV. Intercomparisons between UHOH DIAL and the CNRS DIAL, using a cut-off distance of 10 km.
No. Date Time (UTC) Min. distance (km) BIAS (%) RMS dev. (%) Aircraft track
vs. orography
1 15 July 2007 0630 3.78 4.65 8.64 parallel
2 01 August 2007 1346 4.33 4.73 14.02 cross
3 01 August 2007 1620 2.46 −2.02 30.85 cross
Overall −3.20 ± 0.84 15.97 ± 0.81
The given time corresponds to the minimum distance between the two sensors. The mean bias and RMS deviation have been determined over the
vertical interval 1.5–4.5 km a.s.l.
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Figure 10. Resulting bias values after putting equal weight on all water
vapour sensors considered in the figure, i.e. BASIL, CNRS DIAL, DLR
DIAL and GPS.
Figure 11 shows an example of a comparison between
UHOH DIAL and CNRS DIAL at 0630 UTC on 15 July
2007, with a minimum distance between the two sensors of
3.78 km. This is the only intercomparison case for which
the aircraft flew approximately parallel to the orography.
The other two cases are with zonal tracks (east–west) of
the aircraft. In this direction, there is a steep gradient in
orography close to the UHOH DIAL site (about 900 m
altitude difference over less than 10 km). The right panel of
Figure 11 shows the deviation between the two sensors.
To compute deviations, CNRS DIAL data have been
interpolated to UHOH DIAL data heights. Considering
the gradient in orography, the two profiles show a very good
agreement. A bias value of 4.65% is found in this case. Note
the different slope in the humidity profile observed by the
UHOH DIAL and the CNRS DIAL at ∼3800 m a.s.l, i.e. at
the top of a residual boundary layer, where a strong humidity
gradient is present. This difference is the effect of the different
air masses being sampled by the two sensors; in fact, CNRS
DIAL data are averaged over a horizontal distance of about
13 km which results in a smoother gradient compared to
the one present in the local profile measured by the UHOH
DIAL. These sampling effects also explain the relatively high
RMS deviations between the sensors.
The mean bias and RMS deviation over the vertical
interval 1.5–4.5 km for all comparison cases are also listed
in Table IV. None of the mean bias values exceeds ±5%,
while mean RMS values do not exceed 31%. Bias and RMS
deviation between the two sensors for all intercomparisons
have been computed for the 500 m height intervals from
1.5 to 4.5 km a.s.l. (Figure 12). Bias values are in the range
−1.6 × 1022 to +0.3 × 1022 m−3 (or −11 to +19%), while
values of RMS are smaller than 2 × 1022 m−3 (or 35%).
The profiles of the mean bias and RMS deviation for
the three considered intercomparisons are illustrated in
Figure 13. Here, negative values indicate that UHOH
DIAL is drier than CNRS DIAL. Bias values are within
±1 × 1022 m−3 (or ±15%). Larger relative bias values are
found at the top height where the statistical uncertainty
of the data is larger. A similar trend is found for the
mean relative RMS deviation which is found to increase
with height from a value of 8% at 2–2.5 km to a value
of 27% at 4–4.5 km. The overall mean bias and RMS
deviation for the whole 3.0 km interval from 1.5 to 4.5 km
a.s.l. are −3.20 ± 0.84% (or −0.37 ± 0.05) ×1022 m−3 and
15.97 ± 0.81% (or −0.86 ± 0.04) ×1022 m−3, respectively.
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Figure 11. (a) Comparison between UHOH DIAL and CNRS DIAL at 1346
UTC on 1 August 2007, and (b) deviations, both absolute and relative,
between the two sensors.
6.2.2. UHOH DIAL vs. DLR DIAL
The four possible comparisons between UHOH DIAL and
the DLR DIAL, all during daytime, are within a minimum
distance of 1.1–1.7 km (Table V). DLR DIAL measurements
are based on an integration time of 4 s. Figure 14 illustrates
an example of a comparison between UHOH DIAL and
DLR DIAL at 0645 UTC on 15 July 2007, with a minimum
distance between the two sensors of 1.7 km. Again, the right
panel of the figure shows the deviation between the two
sensors. To compute deviations, DLR DIAL data have been
interpolated to UHOH DIAL data heights. The two profiles
show a very good agreement with deviations not exceeding
±1 × 1022 m−3. Larger differences are again found near the
top of the moist layer where different slopes were sampled.
The mean bias and RMS deviation over the vertical interval
1.5–4.5 km for all comparison cases are also listed in Table V.
None of the biases exceed ±10%, while mean RMS values
do not exceed 30%. All overpasses in Table V are zonal,
except for 15 August 2007, 0645 UTC, which is meridional,
i.e. parallel to the orography, and it is characterized by a
small bias value of 1.24%.
Bias and RMS deviation between the two sensors for all
intercomparisons have been computed for all 500 m height
intervals from 1.5 to 4.5 km a.s.l. (Figure 15). With the
exception of few points, bias values are within ±25%. Here,
positive values indicate that UHOH DIAL is wetter than DLR
DIAL. The profiles of mean bias and RMS deviation obtained
considering all four profile-to-profile intercomparisons are
reported in Figure 16. The mean bias is in the range −12
to +17% (or −1.45 × 1022 m−3 to 1.71 × 1022 m−3). The
mean relative and absolute RMS deviation show values
smaller than 40% and 3 × 1022 m−3, respectively. The overall
mean bias and RMS deviation for the whole 3.0 km interval
from 1.5 to 4.5 km a.s.l. are 0.83 ± 0.74% (or 0.06 ± 0.08)
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Figure 12. (a),(b) Bias and (c),(d) RMS deviations between UHOH DIAL and CNRS DIAL computed in the 500 m height intervals from 1.5 to 4.5 km
a.s.l. for the three profile-to-profile intercomparisons in Table IV. This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/qj
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Figure13.Profiles of mean bias (a) and RMS deviation (b) obtained considering the three UHOH DIAL vs. CNRS DIAL profile-to-profile intercomparisons
in Table IV.
×1022 m−3 and 21.51 ± 0.73% (or 2.14 ± 0.06) ×1022 m−3,
respectively. Under the special circumstances, which are
connected to the intercomparisons of the UHOH DIAL
and the airborne DIALs at the mountainous site with
surrounding complex orography, and keeping in mind that
all these intercomparisons were carried out during daytime,
we consider the mean bias values found here as satisfactory.
6.3. BERTHA vs. CNRS DIAL
Nine daytime overpasses were performed by the DLR Falcon
over BERTHA. However, during COPS, BERTHA operated
the water vapour channels only at night-time. A total of
six night-time intercomparisons between BERTHA and
CNRS DIAL were obtained by using all overpasses within a
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Table V. Intercomparisons between UHOH DIAL and the DLR DIAL, using a cut-off distance of 10 km.
No. Date Time (UTC) Min. distance (km) BIAS (%) RMS dev. (%) Aircraft track vs. orography
1 15 July 2007 0645 1.67 1,24 9.30 parallel
2 15 July 2007 0721 1.50 5.27 19.67 cross
3 26 July 2007 1006 1.66 −9.74 29.73 cross
4 26 July 2007 1042 1.08 0.96 22.38 cross
Overall 0.83 ± 0.74 21.51 ± 0.73
The given time corresponds to the minimum distance between the two sensors. The mean bias and RMS deviation have been determined over the
vertical interval 1.5–4.5 km a.s.l.
Table VI. Intercomparisons between BERTHA Raman lidar and the CNRS DIAL, using a cut-off distance of 10 km.
No. Date Time (UTC) Min. distance (km) BIAS (%) RMS dev. (%)
1 31 July 2007 1926 9.89 −2.33 22.53
2 31 July 2007 1940 9.61 −10.09 18.84
3 31 July 2007 1954 9.93 7.70 18.92
4 31 July 2007 2008 9.35 −3.58 28.08
5 31 July 2007 2021 9.08 −6.15 19.31
6 31 July 2007 2042 9.59 −11.37 27.18
Overall 4.37 ± 0.83 23.00 ± 0.69
The given time corresponds to the minimum distance between the two sensors. The mean bias and RMS deviation have been determined over the
vertical interval 0.5–4.5 km a.s.l.
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Figure 14. (a) Comparison between UHOH DIAL and DLR DIAL at 0645
UTC on 15 July 2007, and (b) deviations, both absolute and relative,
between the two sensors.
maximum distance of 10 km from the ground-based lidar.
They are listed in Table VI along with the minimum distance
between the two instruments and the mean bias and RMS
deviation measured over the vertical interval 0.5–4.5 km.
Figure 17 illustrates an example of a comparison between
BERTHA and CNRS DIAL at 1926 UTC on 31 July 2007
with a minimum distance between the two sensors of
9.89 km. Again, the right portion of Figure 17 shows the
deviations between the two sensors. To compute deviations,
CNRS DIAL data have been interpolated to the BERTHA
heights. The two profiles show a very good agreement, with
deviations not exceeding 0.25 g kg−1. None of the mean bias
values in Table VI exceeds ±12%, while mean RMS values
do not exceed 30%. In this case, the table is not reporting
whether the aircraft track is parallel or perpendicular to
the valley as in fact most of the overpasses were made in a
non-levelled way while the aircraft was turning between two
parallel legs (F3 and F4).
For all intercomparisons, bias and RMS deviation between
the two sensors have been computed in the 500 m height
intervals from 0.5 to 4.5 km a.s.l. (Figure 18). Bias values are
within ±1 g kg−1 (or ±50%), while values of RMS do not
exceed 1.2 g kg−1 (or 60%).
Figure 19 shows the profiles of mean biases and RMS
deviations obtained considering all six profile-to-profile
intercomparisons. The mean relative bias is found to increase
with altitude from a slightly negative value of −3% in the
lower height interval to −30% in the 2.5–3.0 km interval.
The presence of large bias values in the 2.5–3.0 km interval,
i.e. at the top of the boundary layer, is to be attributed to the
different gradient in BERTHA and the CNRS DIAL data in
this altitude interval. The gradient is smoother in the CNRS
DIAL data, probably as a result of the averaging of the CNRS
DIAL data over a larger horizontal path. The mean absolute
bias shows a much smaller altitude variability with values in
the range of −0.3 to 0.1 g kg−1. The mean relative RMS is
found to increase with altitude as a result of the increasing
random error affecting BERTHA measurements (with values
close to 50%), with largest values in the height interval
2.5–3.0 km, i.e. at the top of the boundary layer, where
the variability of the water vapour content is larger. Mean
bias is −4.37 ± 0.83% (or −0.123 ± 0.013 g kg−1) in the
altitude 0.5–4.5 km, while the mean RMS is 23.00 ± 0.69%
(or 0.662 ± 0.018 g kg−1) in the same altitude interval. Here
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Figure 15. (a),(b) Bias and (c),(d) RMS deviations between UHOH DIAL and DLR DIAL computed in the 500 m height intervals from 1.5 to 4.5 km
a.s.l. for the four profile-to-profile intercomparisons in Table V. This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/qj
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Figure 16. Profiles of mean bias (a) and RMS deviation (b) obtained using the four UHOH DIAL vs. DLR DIAL profile-to-profile intercomparisons in
Table V.
and above, negative bias values indicate that BERTHA is
drier than CNRS DIAL.
6.4. IGN Raman Lidar vs. CNRS DIAL
Comparisons between the IGN Raman lidar and DLR DIAL
were not possible during COPS because the DLR DIAL
performed only one overpass of supersite V, but the IGN
Raman lidar was not operational at that time. Based on the
available dataset, nine comparisons were possible between
IGN Raman lidar and CNRS DIAL: six during night-time
and three in the night-to-day transition period. These are
listed in Table VII along with the minimum distance
between the supersite and the flight path and the mean
bias and RMS deviation measured over the vertical interval
0.5–4.5 km. Because of the better performances of the IGN
Raman lidar during the night, night-time comparisons are
characterized by much smaller bias and RMS deviations than
the comparisons performed in the night-to-day transition
period.
Figure 20 illustrates an example of a comparison between
IGN Raman lidar and CNRS DIAL at 2056 UTC on 31 July
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Table VII. Intercomparisons between IGN Raman lidar and the CNRS DIAL, using a cut-off distance of 10 km.
No. Date Time (UTC) Min. distance (km) BIAS (%) RMS dev. (%)
1 15 July 2007 0713 2.2 32.60 34.06
2 16July 2007 0743 0.8 3.07 19.90
3 25 July 2007 1918 2.9 5.34 38.20
4 25 July 2007 2026 0.6 20.67 39.84
5 25 July 2007 2050 0.92 1.87 45.39
6 26 July 2007 0804 3.31 26.70 29.45
7 31 July 2007 1920 3.22 −4.03 30.28
8 31 July 2007 2035 0.86 −7.92 33. 81
9 31 July 2007 2056 0.8 1.17 26.50
Overall 5.11 ± 0.73 32.61 ± 0.61
The given time corresponds to the minimum distance between the two sensors. The mean bias and RMS deviation have been determined over the
vertical interval 0.5–4.5 km a.s.l.
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Figure 17. (a) Comparison between BERTHA Raman lidar and CNRS
DIAL at 1926 UTC on 31 July 2007, and (b) deviations, both absolute and
relative, between the two sensors.
2007 with a minimum distance between the two sensors
of 0.8 km. Again, the right portion of Figure 20 shows
the deviations between the two sensors. To compute the
deviations, CNRS DIAL data have been interpolated to the
IGN Raman lidar data heights. The two profiles show a good
agreement, with deviations not exceeding 1 g kg−1. Mean
bias values in Table VII are as large as 32.6%, while mean
RMS values are always smaller than 50%.
Bias and RMS deviations between the two sensors
computed in the 500 m height intervals from 0.5 to 4.5 km
a.s.l. are illustrated in Figure 21. Bias values are within
±1 g kg−1 (or ±50%), with the only exception of a few
values (as large as 2.5 g kg−1) observed during daytime.
Again, the largest differences are found at the boundary
layer transition zone between 1.5 and 2.5 km a.s.l. where
the gradient is smoother in the CNRS DIAL data. This
may be due to averaging of CNRS DIAL data over a larger
horizontal path leading to a larger smoothing of the water
vapour variability at the boundary-layer top. Values of RMS
do not exceed 4 g kg−1 (or 80%).
Figure 22 shows the profiles of mean biases and
RMS deviations obtained using all nine profile-to-profile
intercomparisons. Again, the mean relative bias shows a
maximum variability in the 2.0–3.0 km interval (i.e. at
the top and above the boundary layer) with values up to
±15%. The mean absolute bias shows a smaller altitude
variability, with values in the range −0.2 to 1 g kg−1. The
mean relative RMS is found to increase with altitude (with
values as large as 60% in the height interval 2.5–3.0 km,
again as a result of the increasing random error and the large
variability of the water vapour content in the proximity of
the boundary-layer top). A large variability of both the
mean relative and absolute RMS deviation is observed
in the 2.0–3.0 km interval. The mean bias for all nine
intercomparisons is 5.11 ± 0.73% (or 0.55 ± 0.02 g kg−1)
in the altitude range from 0.5–3.5 km, while the mean RMS
deviation is 32.61 ± 0.61% (1.46 ± 0.03 g kg−1). In the
case of night-time only comparisons (six intercomparisons
in total), performances are found to appreciably improve,
with the mean bias in the altitude range from 0.5–4.5 km
becoming 3.18 ± 0.77% (or 0.27 ± 0.02 g kg−1). Here and
above, positive values indicate that IGN Raman Lidar is
wetter than CNRS DIAL.
6.5. CNRS DIAL vs. DLR DIAL
Five intercomparisons were possible over the COPS region
(Table VIII) between the two airborne DIALs, i.e. the
CNRS DIAL and the DLR DIAL, again considering a cut-off
distance of 10 km (here considered as the distance between
the footprints of the two systems). Table VIII also reports the
minimum distance between the footprints of the airborne
DIALs and the mean bias and RMS deviation measured over
the vertical interval 0.5–4.0 km. The table also reports if
the flight tracks of the two airborne systems are crossing
or parallel to each other and in the latter case whether
they have the same or opposite directions. Three out of the
five intercomparisons include data collected on parallel or
coincident tracks while the remaining two are cross-track
intercomparisons. We need to point out that water vapour
heterogeneity plays a major role in the interpretation of
the results of the airborne-to-airborne intercomparisons,
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Figure 18. (a),(b) Bias and (c),(d) RMS deviations between BERTHA Raman lidar and the CNRS DIAL computed in the 500 m height intervals from 0.5
to 4.5 km a.s.l. for the six profile-to-profile intercomparisons in Table VI. This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/qj
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Figure19.Profiles of mean bias (a) and RMS deviation (b) obtained using the six BERTHA Raman lidar vs. CNRS DIAL profile-to-profile intercomparisons
in Table VI.
Table VIII. Intercomparisons between CNRS DIAL and the DLR DIAL using a cut-off distance of 10 km.
No. Date Time (UTC) Min. distance (km) BIAS (%) RMS dev. (%) tracks
1 18 July 2007 1601 3.67 11.50 11.71 coincident, opp. direction
2 18 July 2007 1617 9.82 7.46 23.55 cross
3 30 July 2007 1041 6.62 9.97 44.30 cross
4 30 July 2007 1153 2.48 −6.99 14.59 parallel, same direction
5 30 July 2007 1209 3.57 −0.18 19.63 parallel, same direction
Overall 3.93 ± 0.58 19.37 ± 0.61
The given time corresponds to the minimum distance between the two sensors. The mean bias and RMS deviation have been determined over the
vertical interval 0.5–4.0 km a.s.l.
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Figure 20. (a) Comparison between IGN Raman lidar and CNRS DIAL at
2056 UTC on 31 July 2007, and (b) deviations, both absolute and relative,
between the two sensors.
with effects being generally more pronounced than for the
ground-based-to-airborne lidar intercomparisons. These
effects are mainly due to horizontal averaging and are
more severe for isolated crossing points or approaches
of the flight tracks. If the flight tracks are crossing, the
sampled air masses differ more than the minimum distances
of the aircraft’s footprints may suggest. In the present
intercomparison effort, in order to further reduce the
statistical error affecting measurements (all carried out in the
middle of the day, with a sun zenith angle smaller than 30◦),
we considered an integration time of 80–250 s and 70–180 s
for the CNRS DIAL and DLR DIAL, respectively. Longer
integration times are considered for those profiles collected
at smaller zenith angles, again to guarantee comparable
random errors (and thus statistical fluctuation) for all
profiles.
Figure 23 shows an example of the intercomparison
between these DIALs on 30 July 2007 at 1153 UTC
with a minimum distance between the two sensors of
2.48 km. Panel (a) shows the profiles from the two DIALs
expressed in terms of mixing ratio (with panel (b) showing
the corresponding deviations), while panel (c) shows the
profiles expressed in terms of number density (with panel
(d) illustrating the corresponding deviations). To compute
deviations, CNRS DIAL and DLR DIAL data have been
interpolated at the same heights. The two profiles show
a very good agreement, with deviations not exceeding
±1.5 × 1022 m−3 (or ±0.5 g kg−1). Mean bias values in
Table VIII do not exceed ±12% while mean RMS values are
always smaller than 45%. Table VIII indicates that smaller
bias values are present when comparing data collected along
parallel flight tracks and coincident directions for the two
airborne systems.
Figure 24 illustrates the bias and RMS deviation between
the number density profiles from the two sensors computed
in the 500 m height intervals from 0.5 to 4.0 km a.s.l. Bias
values are within ±5 × 1022 m−3 (or ±25%) except in a
few instances. The largest absolute bias and RMS values are
found within the boundary layer, while the largest relative
bias and RMS values are observed in the upper levels.
Figure 25 shows the profiles of the mean bias and RMS
deviation obtained considering all five profile-to-profile
intercomparisons. Mean relative and absolute bias show
a maximum variability in the boundary layer with a
maximum value of 14% (or 3.4 × 1022 m−3) in the height
interval 1.5–2.0 km, decreasing above (smaller than 10% or
5 × 1021 m−3 up to 4 km). The mean relative RMS is found
to increase with altitude up to 1.5–2 km with a limited vari-
ability above. The mean absolute RMS is found to decrease
with altitude with a maximum value of 5 × 1022 m−3 in the
height interval 1.5–2.0 km. The presence of smaller bias and
RMS values in the upper levels, obtained when comparing
airborne nadir-pointing DIAL instruments, suggest overall
better performances of these systems above the PBL with
respect to ground-based DIAL and Raman lidars (this is
certainly the case if water vapour concentrations above the
PBL are not appreciably exceeding climatological values).
This consideration suggests the possibility to combine
ground-based zenith-pointing Raman or DIAL systems
with airborne DIAL systems to achieve measurements of
the water vapour mixing ratio or number concentration
profile with an overall bias smaller than 10% at all altitudes
up 4 km, thus determining a reduction of the overall
measurement error in water vapour profiling based on the
synergetic use of information coming from different lidars.
The mean bias is 3.93 ± 0.58% ((1.10 ± 0.08) ×1022 m−3
or 0.168 ± 0.012 g kg−1) in the altitude region 0.5–4.0 km
a.s.l., with CNRS DIAL being wetter than DLR DIAL and
the mean RMS deviation is 19.37 ± 0.61% ((2.10 ± 0.08)
×1022 m−3 or 0.83 ± 0.04 g kg−1).
6.6. Overall Performances
Based on the results reported in the previous section, it
is possible to derive the overall bias values for the lidar
systems involved in this intercomparison effort. We are
using the approach proposed by Behrendt et al. (2007a,b)
which is applicable when there is at least one instrument that
carried out measurements which are comparable with those
of all other lidar systems. This was the CNRS DIAL that,
thanks to the several flights performed in the frame of the
EUFAR Project H2OLidar, was able to guarantee multiple
overpasses over all supersites equipped with ground-based
lidar systems. This approach attributes equal weight on the
data reliability of each instrument (as none of them can be
a priori assumed to be more accurate than the others) and
imposes the summation of all mutual biases between lidar
pairs to be zero. This summation was extended to all lidar
systems. Overall relative values for BASIL, BERTHA, IGN
Raman lidar, UHOH DIAL, DLR DIAL, CNRS DIAL are
found to be −0.38%, −2.60%, 4.90%, −1.43%, −2.23%
and 1.72%, respectively. These results are summarized in
Figure 26. All sensors were characterized by an overall bias
smaller than 5%.
7. Summary and Conclusions
In the framework of COPS, an intensive intercomparison
effort involving six water vapour lidar systems was
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Figure 21. (a),(b) Bias and (c),(d) RMS deviations between IGN Raman lidar and the CNRS DIAL computed in the 500 m height intervals from 0.5 to
4.5 km a.s.l. for the nine profile-to-profile intercomparisons in Table VII. This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/qj
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Figure 22. Profiles of mean bias (a) and RMS deviation (b) obtained using the nine IGN Raman lidar vs. CNRS DIAL profile-to-profile intercomparisons
in Table VII.
carried out with the goal of providing accurate error
estimates for these systems. A total of 50 profile-to-
profile intercomparisons involving all possible lidar pairs
were considered. The results illustrate the presence of
low systematic errors (bias) – not exceeding 5% – in
the measurements carried out by the six water vapour
lidar systems operated during COPS. Specifically, overall
mean biases for the involved lidar systems are found to
be: −0.38%, −2.60%, 4.90%, −1.43%, −2.23% and 1.72%
for BASIL, BERTHA, IGN Raman lidar, UHOH DIAL,
DLR DIAL and CNRS DIAL, respectively. Additionally,
based on the available comparisons between BASIL, the
two airborne lidars and GPS, the biases are −0.12%,
−1.98%, 2.01% and 0.10% for BASIL, DLR DIAL,
CNRS DIAL and GPS, respectively. Results obtained when
combining information from different sets of sensors (six
lidar systems on the one side, three lidars and a GPS
station on the other side) lead to distinct estimates of
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Figure 24. (a),(b) Bias and (c),(d) RMS deviations between CNRS DIAL and DLR DIAL computed in the 500 m height intervals from 0.5 to 4.0 km a.s.l.
for the five profile-to-profile intercomparisons in Table VIII. This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/qj
the overall relative bias for each sensor that are within
0.3%.
There was no apparent dependency of the bias and RMS
deviation on the spatial distance between the different lidar
pairs with the airborne-to-ground-based intercomparisons.
For all instrument pairs, small bias values (never exceeding
10%) are observed when overpasses of the airborne
instruments are parallel to the Rhine valley as a result of
the smaller heterogeneity of the water vapour field along the
valley than in the direction perpendicular to it. The airborne-
to-airborne intercomparison results indicate that smaller
bias values are present when comparing data collected
along parallel flight tracks and coincident directions. Results
also indicate that the combination of ground-based Raman
or DIAL systems with airborne DIAL systems allow for
measurements of the water vapour mixing ratio or number
concentration profile with bias values smaller than 10% at
all altitudes up to 4 km.
Comparisons of data from airborne and ground-based
lidars reveal the potential to (1) assess the representativeness
error of vertically pointing ground-based lidar systems,
(2) evaluate ground-based remote sensors in general that
may be used for satellite data validation, and (3) assess
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Figure 25. Profiles of mean bias (a) and RMS deviation (b) obtained using the five CNRS DIAL vs. DLR DIAL profile-to-profile intercomparisons in
Table VIII.
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Figure 26. Resulting bias values after putting equal weight on all water vapour lidars.
the subgrid-scale variability of water vapour usually
parametrized in mesoscale atmospheric models.
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Appendix
BASIL: Univ. of BASILicata Raman Lidar system
BERTHA: Backscatter Extinction lidar Ratio Temperature
Humidity profiling Apparatus
CNRS: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
COPS: Convective and Orographically-induced Precipi-
tation Study
DLR: Deutsches Zentrum fu¨r Luft- und Raumfahrt
IGN: Institut Ge´ographique National
IHOP 2002: International Water Vapor Project 2002
LEANDRE II: Lidar Embarque pour l’e´tude des Aerosols
et des Nuages, de l’interaction Dynamique–Rayonnement
et du cycle de l’Eau – Lidar for the study of
Aerosol–Cloud–Dynamics–Radiation interactions and of
the Water cycle
SAFIRE: Service des Avions Franc¸ais Instrumente´s de
Recherche sur l’Environnement
UHOH: University of Hohenheim
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